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Create a plethora of My Little Pony characters with this awesome book that comes with stencils,

stickers, and easy-to-follow instructions.I Love Drawing My Little Pony comes with everything kids

need to draw their favorite characters from the showâ€”and even create some of their own unique

ponies and cutie marks. The book provides step-by-step drawing instructions to help kids become

pony portrait masters. Then they can decorate their creations with stickers, stencils, and more!

Packed with fun facts about the ponies and their world, this book is a must-have for any My Little

Pony fan.
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The product was in great shape and I received it quickly, unfortunately it was more of a

coloring/activity type book than a drawing book as there were only directions for a few ponies. I was

expecting the whole book to be dedicated to learning to draw specific ponies. It is mostly

background scenes for you to add your own drawings to.

This is a nice little book full of interesting, varied activities. If I were a child, I would probably go

bonkers over this.Learning to draw is frustrating and difficult, but for those children that persist, the

rewards are tremendous. The sense of accomplishment, of creation, is precious. This book

encourages the reader to use her own imagination and create her own scenes, and this active



engagement is a very good thing, in a society that too often encourages passive consumption. (I

say "her," but the boy I was would have loved this book.)I like this book because it supports one of

the basic themes of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic: you, yes, YOU, can have a special talent. It

may be drawing, or caring for plants and animals, or running like the wind. But whatever your "cutie

mark" is, Celestia's Sun and Luna's Moon will shine down upon you, because you are precious in

their eyes.Which is not bad, for a child's drawing workbook.

My nine-year-old daughter LOVES My Little Pony (MLP)! She is very artistic, so I bought this for her.

She loves it! Her drawings have become so extravagant over the time she has had this book. All the

young ladies in her class have been asking her how to draw them now, so she is sharing her book.

It could have been better. I thought that it would at least have a step by step instruction on how to

draw ponies, but instead it taught you how to draw the mane 6â€¦that didn't even help.

this book is nice, but I hadn't realized it's not really a how to draw book, but like an activity book.

Had I known I wouldn't have bought it, because now I need one for each kid.But as an activity book

it's very nice, good quality

Not so great for learning how to draw the ponies themselves and the overall underlying

understanding of drawing. I don't think it'll help kids to draw ponies and might actually frustrate

them. But it does come with stickers and it's nice to color on or in, for the younger ones who aren't

really caring to actually READ the book and follow the directions.Overall it's My Little Pony so it

doesn't really matter as long as it has all the characters.

This is fantastic! My daughter (8) loves to draw and even though she got this for Christmas last year

and it's the middle of October now, she is STILL using this book to practice her drawing and getting

better by the day. So glad I got this!

Daughter enjoyed trying to draw her favorite characters. I liked it, and thought that the illustrations

really were clear enough that a novice could draw these.There might be some areas which are

harder to draw at first, but it's a good learning experience. As in, if you draw this over and over, it will

be a lot easier to make it look better every time. I get annoyed with kids who think that they're going

to draw it accurately the first time and then "give up". Thankfully, my daughter understands that



practice improves one's skill and that if she draws a lot, she'll be good with a pencil.Anyhow, if you

know someone that likes to draw and enjoys MLP, this is a great gift.There are other activities

(stencils, stickers, spot-the-difference) to do.In fact, I liked this so much, I bought this book as part of

a rainy-day party favor packet for my daughter's 8 friends who came to her MLP-themed birthday

party, along with drawing paper and colored pencils.
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